Statement from Acting OMB Director Russ Vought:

**Budgetary Impact Analysis for Executive Order Entitled**

“Establishment of the Task Force on Market Integrity and Consumer Fraud”

This executive order establishes within the Department of Justice a Task Force on Market Integrity and Consumer Fraud, among other things. Implementing this executive order would have a *de minimis* impact on costs and revenues to the Federal Government. The benefits of this executive order include strengthening the efforts of the Department of Justice and Federal, State, local, and tribal agencies to investigate and prosecute crimes of fraud committed against the U.S. Government or the American people, recover the proceeds of such crimes, and ensure just and effective punishment of those who perpetrate crimes of fraud. Implementing this executive order would have a *de minimis* impact on mandatory and discretionary obligations and outlays, as well as on revenues to the Federal Government, in the 5-fiscal year period beginning in fiscal year 2018. The agencies anticipated to be impacted by this executive order include the Department of Justice.